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Tejido Cowl 
by Sarah Solomon
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FINISHED SIZE
Circumference: 24” 
Depth: 18” 

MATERIALS
Manos del Uruguay FINO (70% extrafine merino, 30% silk; ap-
prox. 100g/490 yds), 1 sk (MC). Shown in #419 Brass Button.
Manos del Uruguay ALEGRIA (75% superwash merino, 25% 
polyamide; approx. 100g/445 yds), 1 sk (CC). Shown in 
#A8917 Butia.

US 6/4.0 mm 24” circular needle (or preferred needle for flat 
knitting), or size needed to obtain gauge
US 4/3.5 mm 24” circular needle (or preferred needle for flat 
knitting), for gar ter stitch sections
Tapestr y needle 

GAUGE
28 sts and 30 rows = 4” in Swedish Weave pattern 

NOTES
Cowl is worked flat and seamed.  Two sections of a color 
pattern are separated by a gar ter stitch ridge.  Cowl can be 
worn full length (see photo on page 1) or doubled, folded 
inside itself (photo on this page).

ABBREVIATIONS
BO: bind off
CC: contrast color
CO: cast on
k: knit
MC: main color
rep: repeat
RS: right side
p: pur l
sl: slip
st(s): stitch(es)
WS: wrong side
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STITCH GUIDE
Swedish Weave Stitch (even number of sts)
Note: In this pattern, CC is never worked, it is simply passed 
back and for th between the needles as the knitting is done 
with MC resulting in a strand of CC woven around a back-
ground of MC. Keep the tension on CC relaxed for best 
results.

Row 1: *With MC, k1, passing CC strand across st at front of 
work; pass CC strand to back between needles and knit next 
MC st with CC in back; pass CC strand to front between 
needles; rep from * to end of row.
Row 2: * With CC in back of work, p1 with MC; pass CC 
strand to front between needles and p next MC st with CC 
in front; pass CC strand to back between needles; rep from * 
to end of row.

Note: Due to the woven nature of the stitch pattern,  it is im-
por tant to stretch out your work after every row to prevent 
the fabric from getting too tight. This fabric has no stretch so 
check gauge to ensure a good fit.

INSTRUCTIONS
With smaller needle and Long Tail method CO 168 sts.  
Using MC, knit 5 rows.
Next row (RS): Knit.
Next row: Pur l.

Rep last 2 rows once more.
Next row (RS): Change to larger needles, join CC and begin 
Swedish Weave pattern.
Repeat Rows 1 & 2 of Swedish Weave pattern until work 
measures 8½” from bottom of work, ending after a WS row.  
Cut CC leaving a 6” tail. 
Next row: With MC, knit.
Next row: Pur l.
Change to smaller needles and knit 4 rows for turning ridge.
Change back to larger needles.
Next row: Knit.
Next row: Pur l.
Repeat last 2 rows once more.
Rejoin CC and resume Swedish Weave pattern.
Work a second section of Swedish Weave pattern equal to 
first section, ending with a WS row. Cut CC leaving an 6” tail.
Next row: With MC, knit. 
Next row: Pur l.
Change to smaller needles and knit 5 rows.
Using larger needles, BO all sts.

FINISHING
Block cowl to finished measurements. With RS facing, join 
sides of cowl together with mattress stitch. Weave in any 
remaining yarn ends.


